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Abstract

The description of surface textures in terms of repeated colorimetric and geometric local surface variations is a crucial task for several applications, such as object interpretation or style identification. Recently, methods based on extensions to the surface meshes of the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) or the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptors have been proposed for geometric and colorimetric pattern retrieval and classification. With respect to the previous works, we consider a novel LBP-based descriptor based on the assignment of the point neighbours into sectors of equal area and a non-uniform, multiple ring sampling. Our method is able to deal with surfaces represented as point clouds. Experiments on different benchmarks confirm the competitiveness of the method within the existing literature, in terms of accuracy and computational complexity.

CCS Concepts

• Information systems → Information retrieval; • Computing methodologies → Shape modeling; Shape analysis;

1. Introduction

The characterization of relief and color patterns over surfaces is now capturing a larger attention in the research community because these characteristics are key aspects for interpreting and indexing the informative content of 3D models. The analysis of surface patterns has a suite of potential application domains such as the recognition of natural structures, like trees [OVSP13], the analysis of artworks styles [ZPS16], the classification of fabric patterns [BMTA17] or the categorization of objects [MTBS18].

Many natural surfaces and decorations possess repeating elements that strongly characterize their type, material, and style [WLKT09]. We refer to these decorative elements as patterns. In this context, a single or a couple of decorative elements (i.e., an eye, a rosette, etc.) do not represent a pattern. We group the patterns in two categories: geometric patterns that represent small variations on the surface geometry, e.g., repeated, small incisions, chiselings, bumps, etc.; and colorimetric ones, e.g., elements with small painted decorations on the surface. When dealing with geometric patterns, we assume that the geometric variations can locally be interpreted as a height field over the surface. Figure 1 shows examples of artworks and design objects characterized by geometric and colorimetric patterns. The fourth and fifth models, in particular, share a common pattern despite their different shapes and functionalities.

Recently, methods based on extensions to surfaces of the Local Binary Pattern descriptor (LBP), namely the meshLBP [WTBB15, WBB15] and the edgeLBP [MTB18a, MTB18a] or based on the Scale Invariant Feature (SIFT) [Gia18] have shown that the retrieval and classification of patterns of surfaces is feasible.

Originally, the LBP [OPH96, OPM02] has been introduced to characterize the binary distribution of the intensities on a ring around one pixel of an image. The intensities on the ring are thresholded with respect of the value of the current pixel. Furthermore, the scale of the LBP descriptor directly depends on the radius chosen to construct the ring.

In this work, we introduce a new extension of the LBP to sur-
faces. This descriptor is able to deal with surfaces described as a set of points. If the surface is given as a tessellation, this set of points can be the set of vertices, supplemented by additional points sampled on the faces if the number of vertices is low (see Section 3). Those points are organized in a kd-tree structure that permits an efficient search of the neighbors [FBF77] to extract concentric rings needed by the LBP descriptor. Rings are adaptively sampled so that an "equal sector" area is preserved along the neighbour rings without changing the width of the rings. In the experiments we will show how the new descriptor, named Mean Point Local Binary Patterns (mpLBP for short), considerably reduces the computational cost with respect to its direct competitor, the edgeLBP, while preserving competitive retrieval and classification performances.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews previous research for the retrieval and classification of patterns over surfaces. Section 3 introduces the new punctual operator used to build the mpLBP descriptor. Section 4 presents the retrieval and classification performance of the method on two benchmarks [BMTA*17, MTTW*18] and discusses its robustness. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.

2. State of the Art

The retrieval and classification of reliefs and textures on surfaces can be seen as an extension to surfaces of the texture image retrieval problem. A large variety of methods for texture image analysis has been proposed in the literature. The key aspect for the detection of specific texture patterns is the recognition of the texture properties robustly to the possible variations [CMK*14]. A typical strategy to detect patterns on images is to consider local patches that describe the behavior of the texture around pixels. Examples of statistical descriptions are the Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [OPH96, OPM02], the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [Low04] and the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [DT05]. LBP-based methods are very popular and a large number of LBP variants has been proposed [PHZA11]. An extended taxonomy of 32 LBP variations and their performance evaluation for texture classification has been proposed in [LFG*17] where the LBP variations and 8 convolutional network based features are evaluated over 13 datasets of 2D images. Among the LBP variations considered, the overall best performances are obtained by the so-called Median Robust Extended LBP (MRELBP) that evaluates the descriptor over representative regions instead of single pixels. In terms of absolute performances, the method based on CNN and Fisher Vectors obtains the best results but has a considerably higher computational complexity. In parallel, the aggregation of significant feature points obtained by pooling the point descriptors, e.g. SIFT+Fisher Vectors, was evaluated and obtained significant texture classification performances [CMK*14]. Similarly to LBP, the combination of a SIFT-based feature description with Convolutional Neural Networks outperforms the feature-based descriptions on classic benchmarks approximately by 10% [CMKV16] at the cost of a higher computational complexity.

For the characterization of patterns over surfaces, two strategies have been adopted so far: (i) a reduction of the problem to an image pattern one, for instance with the projection of the data onto an opportune plane (image) and the application of an image pattern recognition algorithm to the projected data; (ii) the definition of the pattern description directly on the surface, fact which is not straightforward because it involves the treatment of three-dimensional data. As an example of reduction strategy, the method in [OVSP13] for tree species classification represents the geometric variations of the tree trunk models with a 3D deviation map over a best fitting cylinder obtained with the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique. Then, the cylinder is flattened on a plane and the geometric textures are compared using variations of the complex wavelet transform. Similarly, [ZPS*16] adopts a height map to project the reliefs and engravings of rock artifacts into an image and classify them. The LBPI and CMC approaches proposed in the SHREC’17 contest [BMTA*17] adopt, respectively, an image pattern method over a depth-buffer projection of the surface (LBPI) and the comparison of the principal curvatures in the mesh vertices using morphological image analysis techniques (CMC). Recently, [Gia18] has proposed to use an opportune parameterization around a patch centroid to project the mean curvature values into an image and then, to adopt the SIFT + Fisher Vector [CMK*14] strategy to compare the parametric images. The Mesh Local Binary Pattern (meshLBP) approach [WTBB16, WTBB15, WBB15, TWB18] proposed the first extension of the LBP description [OPH96] to triangle meshes. The main idea behind the meshLBP is that triangles play the role of pixels; there, the 8-neighbor connectivity of images is ideally substituted by a 6-neighbor connectivity of the vertices. The role of the gray-scale color is replaced by a function that is meant to capture the main pattern characteristics (in the examples, mainly Gaussian and mean curvatures, and the shape index [Kvd92] or a colorimetric property like the gray-scale values). The edgeLBP [MTB18a, MTB18b, MTB19, BMTA*17, MTTW*18] perform an LBP evaluation that is based on the rings build over the mesh edges.

For point clouds, local surface patches can also be constructed by regression using the neighborhood around one point [ABCO*01, CP03, OGG09, BDC18] and those patches can be compared in the parameter space. In most recent approaches, the surface was locally characterized as a digitized height field over the regression surface which may be a plane or a quadric (see [HCDC17] for an application to super-resolution).

3. mpLBP description

The main idea behind the mpLBP is to evaluate the Local Binary Pattern by estimating the variation of a surface property on a set of neighborhood points. The surface is represented either by a triangulation or a point cloud. We need to build a proper local descriptor which allows an LBP evaluation, that is to say a ringed structure. The mpLBP algorithm can be divided in two main parts: the creation of the punctual descriptor (Section 3.1) and the LBP evaluation (Section 3.2). Finally in Section 3.3 we discuss parameters definition and tuning.

3.1. Punctual descriptor

Let us have a point set $S$ in the 3D Euclidean space and a surface property defined on the elements of $S$, $h : S \to \mathbb{R}$, a function able to capture the local pattern variations. (e.g.: curvature-based values in case of geometric patterns, a color channel in case of depicted
decorations, etc.). Let us consider a point \( \tilde{p} \in S \) and the set \( S[\tilde{p}] \) of
all the other points \( p_i \) in \( S \) with a distance from \( \tilde{p} \) at most equal to \( R \),
i.e., \( S[\tilde{p}] = \{ p_i \in S | d(\tilde{p}, p_i) \leq R \} \). We will discuss the choice of the
radius \( R \) in Section 3.3. \( R \) is the parameter which mostly influences
the computational costs. The kd-tree is computed once per model
(projection of the points) and is used to compute the nearest neighbours
can be performed in a nearly constant time.

Points in \( S[\tilde{p}] \) are projected on a plane \( \pi \) obtained using linear
regression. The projected points are sorted in \( n_{rad} \) concentric rings
based on their distances from \( \tilde{p} \). Within each ring, no sorting is
necessary in this context (as the evaluation we are aiming at is rotational
invariant), still we decided to use the maximum curvature di-
rection, which serves as a reference direction for sorting the points
into sectors, adding robustness to the descriptor. The sorting of each
\( p_i \) is given by the angle \( \theta_i \) equal to angle between \( P_{rad}(p_i) - \tilde{p} \) and
the maximum curvature direction, where \( P_{rad}(p_i) \) is the projection
of the point \( p_i \) on \( \pi \). The number of rings is determined by the pa-
rameter \( n_{rad} \), that we call radial resolution. More formally, each
ring is defined as follows:

\[
S[\tilde{p}]_j = \{ p_i \in S[\tilde{p}] | d(\tilde{p}, p_i) \in [R_{j-1}, R_j] \}, \quad R_j = j \frac{R}{n_{rad}}
\]

Each \( S[\tilde{p}]_j \) is divided in \( P_j \) sectors, based on the \( \theta_i \) values. Note
that \( P_j \) may vary along the rings. We call \( P_j \) the spatial resolution.
A formal definition for the sector \( k \) of the ring \( j \) (sector \( j, k \) for short)
of the point \( \tilde{p} \) is the following:

\[
S[\tilde{p}]^j_k = \{ p_i \in S[\tilde{p}] | (R_{j-1}, R_j), \theta_i \in (\theta_{k-1}, \theta_k) \},
\]

where \( \theta_k = \frac{2\pi}{P_j} \). Finally, we assign to each sector \( j, k \) a value
sec\( (\tilde{p})^j_k \) as the representative of the function \( h \) in that sector. Figure
2 represents the pipeline to build the feature vector.

In our implementation, we excluded the computation of the punctual
descriptor at points that are close to the boundary of the model (if any),
as they generates point descriptors with many empty sectors. As a general rule, if a point descriptor has more
than \( \frac{1}{4} \sum_j P_j \) empty sectors, it is not considered. If the boundary
of the model is known, it is enough to consider only the points that are
at least far \( R \) from the boundary. When the intersection of the
sphere of radius \( R \) with the point cloud generates multiple parts like
those in Figure 3 (Right), the encoding of the punctual descriptor is not
correct. Thus, for a given model \( M \) we assume that the pro-
jection onto \( \pi \) is injective and that the surface locally captured by
the sphere should locally be homeomorphic to a topological disk.

Moreover, we assume the existence of a radius \( R_{max} \), which is the
maximum value for the parameter \( R \) on \( M \).

3.2. Local Binary Pattern evaluation

Our idea is to apply the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) evaluation to
the punctual descriptor introduced in Section 3.1.

The LBP paradigm is very popular for images and many versions
are available [PHZA11]. In that case, the function \( h \) corresponds
to a color channel (often a grey-scale value). We extend the LBP
version in [OPH96]. For each pixel \( p \), the set of pixels \( \tilde{p}_j \) with
distance \( R \) from \( p \) is called a ring of pixels. Visiting each ring from the
top-left pixel in counterclockwise order, a binary array with
as many elements as the pixels in the ring is created, adding 0 if
\( h(\tilde{p}_j) \leq h(p) \) and 1 otherwise. Then the LBP value of \( p \) is the sum
of the numbers in the binary array (it varies from 0 to the number
of pixels in the ring). The histogram \( H \) of the LBP values for all
the image pixels is the LBP descriptor of the image. Multiple rings
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In our case we consider \( \tilde{p} \) defined as in Section 3.1. If the radius
\( R \) is small enough with respect to the curvature and the thickness of
the object, we can suppose that the rings of the punctual descriptor
are locally close to concentric rings using geodesic distance to \( \tilde{p} \).
Thus, each sector can be seen as the evaluation of \( h \) at a sample of
the surface. For all the points \( \tilde{p} \) in \( S \), we define \( LBP(\tilde{p}) \) the feature
vector of \( n_{rad} \) elements as follows:

\[
LBP(\tilde{p})_j = \sum_k (str(\tilde{p})_j)_k.
\]
values of \( h \) around \( p \) are reported in the bottom-left image. The pixel \( p \) is highlighted with a dot and the circle of radius \( R \). The LBP evaluation for an image. Top-left: in red, the LBP values of the points of \( P \) are divided by the number of points considered in the histogram, enhancing the stability of the descriptor.

The \( mpLBP \) descriptor of \( S \) \((mpLBP(S))\) is the histogram of the LBP values of the points of \( S \). As a final step, the \( mpLBP \) is normalized, i.e., all the entries of \( mpLBP(S) \) are divided by the number of points considered in the histogram, enhancing the stability of the descriptor.

The \( mpLBP(S) \) is a \( \sum_{j}(P_j + 1) \) sized feature vector. Intuitively, we can visualize it as a horizontal concatenation of the rings of the multiple feature vectors in Figure 2(f). In particular, the \( j^{th} \) ring generate a feature vector of \( P_j + 1 \) entries, where \( mpLBP(S)_{(j,m)} \) is equal to the number of points \( \tilde{p} \) in \( S \) such that \( LBP(\tilde{p})_{j} = m \) (with \( j = 1, \ldots, n_{rad} \) and \( m = 0, \ldots, P_j \)).

\[
(str[\tilde{p}]_j)_k = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } sec(\tilde{p})_j < h(\tilde{p}) \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Then, the \( mpLBP \) descriptor of \( S \) \((mpLBP(S))\) is the histogram of the LBP values of the points of \( S \). As a final step, the \( mpLBP \) is normalized, i.e., all the entries of \( mpLBP(S) \) are divided by the number of points considered in the histogram, enhancing the stability of the descriptor.

The \( mpLBP(S) \) is a \( \sum_{j}(P_j + 1) \) sized feature vector. Intuitively, we can visualize it as a horizontal concatenation of the rings of the multiple feature vectors in Figure 2(f). In particular, the \( j^{th} \) ring generate a feature vector of \( P_j + 1 \) entries, where \( mpLBP(S)_{(j,m)} \) is equal to the number of points \( \tilde{p} \) in \( S \) such that \( LBP(\tilde{p})_{j} = m \) (with \( j = 1, \ldots, n_{rad} \) and \( m = 0, \ldots, P_j \)).

\[
(str[\tilde{p}]_j)_k = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } sec(\tilde{p})_j < h(\tilde{p}) \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

3.3. Parameter settings

Similarly to the edgeLBP [MTB18a], also the \( mpLBP \) depends on the radius \( R \), the radial resolution \( n_{rad} \) and the spatial resolution \( P \) (even if, for the \( mpLBP \), \( P_j \) may vary over the rings). In particular, the way \( R \) is supposed to be tuned is the same as that of the edgeLBP. The main difference is the fact that points on edges, considered in the edgeLBP, are replaced by areas (sectors) that contain usually more than one point. In this new scenario, the size of the sectors became crucial in order to keep the quantity of information carried by each sector uniform. Thus, we opted for a set of parameters which keeps the areas equal to each other. The parameter tuning should be done according to the following instructions.

- \( R \): the radius of the dark bubble in Figure 2(b) should contain at least one part of the pattern that we want to describe (e.g.: if the pattern is defined by chiseled circles, the bubble should contain at least one circle entirely).
- \( n_{rad} \): it defines the radial resolution and should be fixed together with \( P_j \) (see below).
- \( P_j \): it represents the spatial resolution and varies over the different rings. Setting \( P_j = multiP(2j - 1) \), \( multiP \in \mathbb{N}_+ \), all the sectors have the same area. \( P_j \) is defined by \( n_{rad} \). This degree of freedom is tuned by the parameter \( multiP \) (that replaces \( P \), as a parameter). For instance, in Figure 2(c) the parameters are \( n_{rad} = 7 \) and \( multiP = 2 \), which means that \( S[\tilde{p}] \) has 7 rings, where \( S[\tilde{p}]_1 \) has 2 sectors, \( S[\tilde{p}]_2 \) has 6 sectors and \( S[\tilde{p}]_3 \) has 10 sectors, etc.

4. Benchmarks, evaluation measures and \( mpLBP \) performances

We test the retrieval and classification capability of the \( mpLBP \) by matching its performances to those obtained by other methods suited for the same task on two very recent benchmarks.

4.1. Design of the experiments

In the following, we present the dataset, the performance measures and the criteria for the parameter selection.

4.1.1. Dataset

SHREC'17 Benchmark, geometric patterns The SHREC’17 benchmark dataset [BMTA∗17] on the retrieval of relief patterns is composed by 720 triangle meshes derived from knitted objects. Models are grouped into 15 classes, each one made of 48 models characterized by one of the textile pattern in Figure 5. Each class was created from the acquisition of the same surface with 12 different embeddings; then, each model was re-sampled four times. Two datasets were derived: the first one is related to the complete set of 720 models and aims at evaluating the overall robustness and stability of methods with respect to different mesh representations. The second one groups the 180 original meshes according to their textile pattern and it is better suited to analyze the capability of a method to effectively recognize a pattern independently of the overall surface embedding.

SHREC’18 Benchmark, colorimetric patterns The SHREC’18 benchmark [MTTW∗18] originated from 20 base models without any texture or colorimetric information to which were applied 15 gray and white texture each. Then, 300 models were derived from the combination of 20 base models and 15 textures with a semi-automatic algorithm [MTTW∗18]. In addition, the luminosity of the textures was modified by using a random value to obtain the same pattern with 20 different shades. At least 30% of the model surfaces are covered by one of the 15 patterns, whereas the remainder of the surface is only black or only white. Five patterns are mixed versions of the other 10 patterns (see Figure 6). Two different classifications are provided: one comprises only the models
Patterns on surfaces with patterns characterized. In case of geometric patterns, we adopted the maximum curvature, as implemented in Matlab in [Pey], as it provided the best performance for the edgeLBP description and the model in the benchmarks were all triangle meshes [MTB18a]. On point clouds, the PCL [RC11] or CGAL [The18] libraries provide valid estimation of such quantities. For the colorimetric patterns, we used the L-channel of the CIELab color-space [AKK00, HP11]: the L-channel encodes the color luminosity, that is descriptive enough for the patterns used in the SHREC’18 benchmark.

Initially, we adopted the same parameters of the edgeLBP (R proportional to the pattern size, nrad = 5 and P = 15 for all the rings). Then, we observed that keeping the area of the sectors constant is very beneficial for the punctual descriptor. The larger the R value, the better the overall results, despite the increase of the computational costs. Then nrad and multP are tuned so that the sectors are big enough to contain at least a few points. Once this condition is verified, very small differences between the results obtained with different parameters settings were very small (±3.5%). Moreover, too many empty sectors jeopardize the mpLBP performances. When it is the case, we over-sampled the surfaces with the ReMesh tool [AP06].

4.2. Results

For each benchmark, we extensively tested the mpLBP retrieval and classification performances. For sake of conciseness, in this section we report only the best runs.

Performances on the SHREC’17 benchmark In addition to the methods of [BMTA17] that obtained the best performances, we compare the mpLBP with the edgeLBP [MTB18a] and the SIFT-based method in [Gia18]. Among all the settings tested, the best performing ones are R = 14, nrad = 7 and multP = 4 (set1) and R = 15, nrad = 7 and multP = 4 (set2). Since most of the models in the dataset have few vertices, we re-sampled all the models so they have at least 40000 vertices. Table 1 reports the mpLBP scores together with the other methods, with respect to NN, FT, ST, e-measure, mAP and nDCG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base model</th>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>Surfaces with patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>Class 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 4</td>
<td>Class 5</td>
<td>Class 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 7</td>
<td>Class 8</td>
<td>Class 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 10</td>
<td>Class 11</td>
<td>Class 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 13</td>
<td>Class 14</td>
<td>Class 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: The 20 base models used in the SHREC’18 benchmark are shown on the left. Each pattern (middle) was applied to all of the base models and changed in terms of their luminosity (examples of the final models are shown on the right).

4.1.2. Evaluation Measures

The results of our tests are evaluated using a number of classical information retrieval measures.

Nearest Neighbor, First Tier, Second Tier These measures check the fraction of models in the query’s class that appears within the top k retrievals. For a class with |C| members, k = 1 for the Nearest Neighbor (NN), k = |C| – 1 for the first tier (FT), and k = 2(|C| – 1) for the second tier (ST). These values range from 0 to 1.

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gains The Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) derives from the concept of the Cumulative Gain. The cumulative gain sums the graded relevance values of all results in the list of retrieved objects of a given query. The DCG is based on the assumption that relevant items are more useful if they appear earlier in a query list and therefore it weights the distances with respect to a relevance value. In the experiments we adopt the nDCG, which is a normalized mean of the DCG computed on each model. We used the implementation proposed in [SMKF04].

Average Precision and e-measure The Precision and Recall are two common measures for evaluating search strategies. Recall is the ratio of the number of relevant records retrieved to the total number of relevant records in the database, while precision is the ratio of the number of relevant records retrieved to the size of the return vector [Sal65]. We consider the mean Average Precision (mAP), which is the area under a precision-recall curve [BYRN99]. The e-measure e [Rij79] was also introduced as a quality measure of the first models retrieved for every query. Formally, \[ e = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \] where Precision and Recall are those defined in the previous evaluation measure.

4.1.3. Experimental settings

The choice of the function \( h \) depends on the type of patterns to be characterized. In case of geometric patterns, we adopted the maximum curvature, as implemented in Matlab in [Pey], as it provided the best performance for the edgeLBP description and the model in the benchmarks were all triangle meshes [MTB18a]. On point clouds, the PCL [RC11] or CGAL [The18] libraries provide valid estimation of such quantities. For the colorimetric patterns, we used the L-channel of the CIELab color-space [AKK00, HP11]: the L-channel encodes the color luminosity, that is descriptive enough for the patterns used in the SHREC’18 benchmark.

Initially, we adopted the same parameters of the edgeLBP (R proportional to the pattern size, nrad = 5 and P = 15 for all the rings). Then, we observed that keeping the area of the sectors constant is very beneficial for the punctual descriptor. The larger the R value, the better the overall results, despite the increase of the computational costs. Then nrad and multP are tuned so that the sectors are big enough to contain at least a few points. Once this condition is verified, very small differences between the results obtained with different parameters settings were very small (±3.5%). Moreover, too many empty sectors jeopardize the mpLBP performances. When it is the case, we over-sampled the surfaces with the ReMesh tool [AP06].
centered in every patch is able to parameterize all the models. The sphere radius is unique and can be obtained easily for the SHREC’17 dataset because the patches have comparable size but it is hard to obtain on datasets with models of different size. Moreover, such a single patch parameterization approach is not suitable to deal with datasets with models with handles and protrusions, like part of those in the SHREC’18 contest. Indeed, the T/mC/SIFT/FV translates the problem into a texture image comparison and requires a resampling with 20K vertices, while the mpLBP works directly on the 3D model (mesh or point cloud). From these considerations, we think that the T/mC/SIFT/FV is a global descriptor that down-samples the model vertices as a pre-processing step. On the contrary, the mpLBP is local and it computation depends on the number of vertices, therefore their time complexity is not directly comparable, while also scoring similar performances.

### 4.2.1. Robustness

We tested the mpLBP robustness to different types of noise, depending on the pattern nature. For the geometric patterns, we adopted a Gaussian noise on the vertex coordinates based on a parameter \( \lambda_{v} \), which is the percentage of the diameter of the smallest sphere that bounds the surface. The values of \( \lambda_{v} \) considered are 0.2 and 0.4. See Figure 7(Top) for an example of the mesh degradation.

For the colorimetric patterns, the RGB values associated to the vertices were randomly perturbed. In particular, bits of noise, based on an integer parameter \( \lambda_{c} \), were added to each RGB channel (we assumed the three channels to range from 0 to 255). For example, \( \lambda_{c} = 5 \) added three random offsets in the interval \([-5, +5]\) to each color channel. In our tests, we used \( \lambda_{c} \in [5, 7] \). See Figure 7(Bottom) for examples of the pattern degradation.

### 4.2.2. Computational costs

The prototype of the mpLBP algorithm is implemented in MATLAB. The strength of the mpLBP method is the low computational costs (see Section 4.2.2). Regarding the T/mC/SIFT/FV method in [Gia18], it implicitly assumes that the same geodesic ‘sphere’ centered in every patch is able to parameterize all the models. The sphere radius is unique and can be obtained easily for the SHREC’17 dataset because the patches have comparable size but it is hard to obtain on datasets with models of different size. Moreover, such a single patch parameterization approach is not suitable to deal with datasets with models with handles and protrusions, like part of those in the SHREC’18 contest. Indeed, the T/mC/SIFT/FV translates the problem into a texture image comparison and requires a resampling with 20K vertices, while the mpLBP works directly on the 3D model (mesh or point cloud). From these considerations, we think that the T/mC/SIFT/FV is a global descriptor that down-samples the model vertices as a pre-processing step. On the contrary, the mpLBP is local and it computation depends on the number of vertices, therefore their time complexity is not directly comparable, while also scoring similar performances.

### 4.2.1. Robustness

We tested the mpLBP robustness to different types of noise, depending on the pattern nature. For the geometric patterns, we adopted a Gaussian noise on the vertex coordinates based on a parameter \( \lambda_{v} \), which is the percentage of the diameter of the smallest sphere that bounds the surface. The values of \( \lambda_{v} \) considered are 0.2 and 0.4. See Figure 7(Top) for an example of the mesh degradation.

For the colorimetric patterns, the RGB values associated to the vertices were randomly perturbed. In particular, bits of noise, based on an integer parameter \( \lambda_{c} \), were added to each RGB channel (we assumed the three channels to range from 0 to 255). For example, \( \lambda_{c} = 5 \) added three random offsets in the interval \([-5, +5]\) to each color channel. In our tests, we used \( \lambda_{c} \in [5, 7] \). See Figure 7(Bottom) for examples of the pattern degradation.

### 4.2.2. Computational costs

The prototype of the mpLBP algorithm is implemented in MATLAB. The strength of the mpLBP method is the low computational

```markdown
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>1-Tier</th>
<th>2-Tier</th>
<th>mAP</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>nDCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMC-2</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLBO-FV/IKS</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edgeLBP-R5</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/mC/SIFT/FV</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpLBP - set1</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpLBP - set2</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 1: Results on the SHREC’17 benchmark, both the Original (Top) and the Complete (Bottom) Dataset. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>1-Tier</th>
<th>2-Tier</th>
<th>mAP</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>nDCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMC-2</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLBO-FV/IKS</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edgeLBP-R5</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/mC/SIFT/FV</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpLBP - set1</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpLBP - set2</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2: Performance scores over the Single pattern data set and Complete data set of the SHREC’18 benchmark. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>1-Tier</th>
<th>2-Tier</th>
<th>mAP</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>nDCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TWB1</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>0.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edgeLBP-R4</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edgeLBP-R5</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>0.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpLBP - set1</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpLBP - set2</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


```
complexity rather than the impressiveness of the performances (generally in line with those of the edgeLBP). Using the kd-tree structure instead of the much more computational demanding navigation of the mesh elements, the mpLBP is by far faster than methods implemented on meshes and, in particular, the edgeLBP. In Table 4 we report (in seconds) the computational times we observed running both the edgeLBP and the mpLBP on meshes with different number of vertices (from 5000 to 120000 vertices) and different parameter settings. Tests are run on a personal computer Intel Core i7 processor (at 4.2 GHz) with 32Mb RAM. For a fair comparison, in this test the number of sectors for the mpLBP is the same of the edgeLBP. While \( n_{rad} \) and \( P \) do not affect the computation times that much, the radius size and the number of vertices are the biggest bottlenecks (as expected).

5. Conclusions

We extended the LBP concept to surfaces represented as point clouds and defined a novel description, called mpLBP, whose core strength is its computational efficiency. When the performances and the computation times are observed together, the mpLBP shines as one of the best methods in the current literature for pattern classification/retrieval. Due to the way the sectors evaluation is done (the mean of the values of a function on a set of points), the mpLBP is by far faster than methods like the edgeLBP and the mpLBP is the same of the edgeLBP. While \( n_{rad} \) and \( P \) does not affect the computation times that much, the radius size and the number of vertices are the biggest bottlenecks (as expected).

a quick and well performing technique such as the mpLBP is for sure a meaningful contribution towards a possible solution.
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